
  

  

(Re E. Sut tys Leet x 

1- Files and Communications 

~ Division “wre 

~ (Consolidation Unit) 

BRA neh lee “e: 

From? “pirector, FBI {62-109060) 

Qasassynation ¢ oF PRESIDENT. 

* JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY -” 

- - 21-22-63, DALLAS, TEXAS 

MISC. - ; INFO CONCERNING 

‘Rerep of 84 Robert, P, | 

The following observations, ‘[natructions ‘and. ‘corre
c 

tions were noted after a review of rerep. Those corrections % 

indicated should be appropriately handled by receiving offices 

All such corrections noted are being handled by the Bureau 

except vhere © specifically set out to the contrarye 

“paragraph “s, Line 3, next to last 

. word should be "int 
£0 aR oe 

‘paragraph 2, Lines 2, 3 and 4, 

put subject's nontal condition in. 

iowor case letters .. 

“Use small ny “whore ever 

"spiritualism" is used - 

1 « New Orleans (89-69) : 

1 - San Antonio (89-67) - 

oe CSTs 

. SEE NOTE FOR FILES & COMMUNICATIONS 

DIVISION, PAGE FOUR 2=-= 

    
  

    

   



  

  

‘Paragraph 5, ‘Line 5, delete "s*. 
from Word 8, Line 6 "watermarks" , 
is one word : age omyays 

  

Paragraph 2, Line 2, Paragraph 3, 
Line 2, Paragraph 4, Line 2, - 
Paragraph &, Line 2 =: 
Line 1, "above-mentioned" should ° 
be hyphenated in ail cases. 

  

This page must ‘be ‘deleted as " 
‘reference is made to the "National © 
Security File of the FBI Laboratory. 
No such roference is permitted in. 
an investigative roport. Dallas 
should prepare an appropriate =:: . 
substitution page or other appropriate . 

; qubstitution for this page , 

Paragraph 8, ‘Line 8, Underline 
first letter, Word 1, and fifth. 
gpace. Paragraph 6, underline 

_ Bpace after. "you". -: 

  

" paragraph 3, ‘Lines 8 and 9 =z 
Line 6, put quotation marks. 
_Sxound "National Guardiant 

exception of “paliea Bar,’ Line 2, 
"Kennedy," Line 3, "Electric Shock,” 
Line 23 ‘and “mother,” last line of 
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Airtel to SAC, Dallas = 
RE: ASSASSINATION oF PRESIDENT KENNEDY 

a
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Line 1, ¢ erase ® undoriinias Be ae 
Paragraph 3, Line 8, first word, 
will be changed to "thought" 

An amended page should be eateditte 
indicating whether this mattor has. 
been referred to the U, 8, Secret 
Service if such is the case, It is 
felt this is necessary in view of: 
the seriousness of the threat and 
to preclude any questions from the - 
President's Commission,‘ 

3) ote: 

"Paragraph 3, ‘Line 6, put quotation = 
marks before Word 4 

2i5, 221, a Erase all underlining appearing, 
222, 223" woe on these pages. 

Paragraph 4, Line 2, Word i; 
should be e Nblaned”..: 

paragraph 2, Line e 2, Wora 2, 
appears incorrect and will be 
changed to "Kississippi" unless 

; advised ‘| to the contrary | 

Your reasons for “ineluding information “in rerep, which. 

was “previously furnished to the Commission have been noted,’ =: 

However, Bureau observations as set out in Bureau airtel = 

dated 6-23-64, in connection with 8A Genberling's report dated 

6-19-64, is stressed again and you are requested to refrain 

from including information previously furnished to the 

Commission, as this results in additional unnecessary work 
for tho Bureau, Your future cooperation is desired, 
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       Airtel to SAC, Dallas 
RE: ASSASSINATION OF PRES        

  

IDENT KENNEDY    

  

    Deore tte Denis SE ra 
* ~ " ~ 
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= Your attention is also directed to Paragraph 1 SSeS 

on Page 4 of Bureau airtel 6-23-64, with regard to under=s 2272 

scoring, You are further reminded concerning the Bureau’ s 

~- pequest, that future reports in this matter be held to #2255 

approximately 200 pages. It 4s desired that every effort be 

sade to comply with this request in the future, Sess Tees ae 

       

    

     

      

      

   

          

  

          
        

   

    

   

    

   

  

   

. _ Tho amendod pages requested and informat 

as wel} as any additional corrections detected by your of 

phould bo immediately furnished to the Bureau as it is “=> 

anticipated this report will be disseminated on or before | 

Friday, &-7-64, It is, therefore, absolutely essential the 

necessary revisions and corrections. be at the Bureau on OF = 

before Thursday, 9 A.B.» 8-68-64. 
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Note for Files and. Communications Division, (Consolidation Unit) 

   
   

  
7. 77 . Four copies of rerep held in room 5730 have been-“*= 

appropriately corrected in line with the above. These copies 

: are to be disseminated outside of the Bureau. The remaining 

':. 6 copies including the original should be corrected as - i. 

indicated in this communication, Please handle. >> 

           
   

  

      

   

  

   

  

   

  

    

    

eg BS NOTES +25 peo BSR OT eee eS 

Ao The referenced 289 page report is the fifth such 

report received at the Bureau containing the results of .-.z: 

-- 4nvestigation relative to allegations against persons other-=5: 

than Lee Harvey Oswald since the assassination, The informatio 

relates to remarks allegedly made by yarious individuals erat 

yelative to their feelings about President Kennedy, other. 

officials and the policies of the administration, Two copies 

* lof this report will be disseminated to the President's Commission 

  

and one copy will be. furnished to the Department and Secret <4 

Service, as it contains information of possible interest to 

these agencies.~ - 
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